Photoelectrochemical detection of breast cancer biomarker based on hexagonal carbon nitride tubes.
Photoelectrochemical (PEC) sensor for sensitive detection of breast cancer biomarker human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) utilizing hexagonal carbon nitride tubes (HCNT) as photoactive material is reported. The detection is based on suppression of the PEC current intensity of the sensor. HCNT were synthesized via a facile hydrothermal method with large specific surface area and low electron-hole recombination. Au nanoparticles (AuNPs) were deposited onto the surface of the HCNT, which enhanced the photocurrent intensity of the HCNT by one time. For HER2 detection, peptide specific to HER2 was immobilized on the AuNPs surface for capturing HER2 molecules. The following binding of HER2 with HER2 aptamer and the reaction of phosphate groups on aptamer with molybdate can form molybdophosphate precipitate, which sticks to the surface of HCNT and impedes electron transport. Thus, photocurrent intensity of the sensor was suppressed. Under optimal conditions, the linear relationship between the PEC intensity and the logarithm of HER2 concentration was from 0.5 to 1 ng mL-1 with low limit of detection (LOD) of 0.08 pg mL-1. Furthermore, the PEC sensor also displayed capability for detecting HER2 in human serum samples. This PEC sensor signal detection strategy can be easily adapted to other PEC sensors involving DNA and find wide applications. Graphical abstract.